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Updates on four studies exploring electrification and 

automation

▪ Electrification and air quality/health

▪ Impact of EV charging behaviour on GHG emissions from electricity 

production 

▪ Energy and GHG implications of high mileage electric vehicles



Electrification and air quality/health





2016 traffic-related emission inventory in the GTHA



Scenarios

Base Case

Scenario 1 : cars and SUVs 

are 100% electric

Scenario 2 : transit buses 

are 100% electric

Scenario 3 : cleaner trucks 

(2008 technology standards)



Electrifying all private passenger vehicles would reduce GHG 

emissions by 70% 

-70%



Scenario 1: cars and SUVs are 100% electric

313 premature deaths prevented

$2.4 billion per year in social 

benefits

7.6 mega tonnes (68.5%) annual 

GHG reductions

$9,850 social benefits per 

electric car deployed



Scenario 2: transit buses are 100% electric

143 premature deaths prevented

$1.1 billion per year in social benefits

0.3 mega tonnes annual GHG 

reductions

Greatest benefits to residents in City of 

Toronto



Scenario 3: cleaner trucks (2008 technology standards)

275 premature deaths prevented 

$2.1 billion per year in social benefits

0.06 mega tonnes annual GHG 

reductions

Greatest benefits where truck traffic 

is concentrated

$308,000 social benefits per cleaner 

truck deployed



Distribution of social benefits across the region

275 premature 

deaths 

prevented

143 premature 

deaths prevented
313 premature 

deaths 

prevented



What Are the Social Benefits of Deploying Cleaner Vehicles?

Compare with social costs of new policies 

(e.g., subsidies of EV in Canada vs. Ontario)

CA$9,850 / electric car or SUV CA$308,000 / cleaner truck

CA$5,00

0

CA$10,000



Impact of EV charging behaviour on GHG 

emissions from electricity production 



Marginal GHG Emission Factors

MEF can be 2~4 times higher than AEF.
Share of marginal generation as a function of system 

output
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Marginal GHG Emission Factors

MEF by season and hour in 2017
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Impacts of charging 

scenarios
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EV Charging Optimization Based on Marginal 

Emission Factor
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EV Charging Optimization Based on Marginal 

Emission Factor
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Charging demand in different scenarios GHG Emissions of different charging 

scenarios



Energy and GHG implications of high-

mileage EVs



Study Methods
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Three Scenarios
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1. Base case: Existing non-automated 

household vehicles

2. Household level AV sharing: AVs shared 

between members of same household

3. Dissemination area level AV sharing: AVs 

shared between members of same 

dissemination area



Daily vehicle energy consumption
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Wait time between trips
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Hourly Optimized Charging schedule
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Operational GHG emissions 

Average Emission Reduction:

▪ Base case: 64.1%

▪ Household level AV sharing: 

59.6%

▪ Dissemination area level AV 

sharing: 52.3%



Lifecycle GHG emissions
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